SNUFFED: SNUFF Sequel - Part One
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WARNING: This book is not just dark - itâ€™s horrific, depraved and disturbing. If you do not enjoy
books containing blood, guts, taboo and more â€“ this book is not for you.Death would have been
simple. I don't have that option anymore. In order to survive him, I must be what he craves.*The
SNUFF sequel will be published in two parts. This is part one, and part two will be releasing Fall
2016.
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I just have no words for this book. Bonny took us to next level crazy in this one. Dimitri is so messed
up in his way of thinking but by the end of the book, she makes you totally understand him better
and see that he can't help himself. You wonder is there nothing this man can't come up with that
doesn't get worse and worse. Sofia comes back stronger and trying to survive but there are still so
many things she is in the dark about. It's a twisted,dark,gritty ride and I have no idea where we will
go next but I love it!

This book is sick n' twisted, deranged, disturbing and as far as I can see there is NO HEA in sight!
All that being said I absolutely LOVED every second of it! Bonny has brought the Russian

underworld to life and has drawn me in so far I feel like I can't breath at times. Some scenes literally
took my breath away.So Snuff left off with Dimitri finding and re-capturing Sofia and Eva. Once
Dimitri has Sofia back at the Vavilov dacha (house) he promises her punishment will be like nothing
she's ever endured before. He is as ruthless and sadistic as ever. His punishments have evolved
into something more dark and sinister...if that is even possible!Sofia is forced to do whatever she
needs to in order to ensure her and her daughter's survival. This included giving into Dimitri's dark
and twisted fantasies of her being involved in the "family business". In order for her to cope with this
she has emotionally checked out and taken on the persona of Dimitri's Red Queen. We just get a
small glimpse of the Red Queen, but I can hardly wait to witness her evolution. She intrigues me
and I I honestly think that she scares Dimitri. I think he fears the monster he's created; a fear of
what she could do to him emotionally, as he is so obsessed with her. I think the Red Queen is the
key to Dimitri's ultimate demise.Bonny is a sick and twisted genius...and I LOVE IT!! Bring on
Snuffed Part Two!!!

I can't express how good this book is!! Once I started reading, I could not put it down!!! Bonny
Capps has written a book that takes her readers through EVERY SINGLE emotion...right along with
her characters. You can not help but connect to Dimitri, Sofia, Alexi, Alina, Konstantin, and the rest
of the members of the cast.We get to watch as Sofia begins to morph into a beautiful black butterfly
under the influence of Dimitri. She suffers through some things that would break the strongest of
men, but some how she is able to adapt and survive...for not only herself, but for her daughter as
well. Sofia truly begins her transformation in this book and I cannot wait to see it continue in the
continuation of this story!! She is not the same young girl who was kidnapped in Snuff!!!Secrets are
beginning to be revealed in this installment. Those who we thought were good guys are turning out
not to be so nice...There were a few scenes that I found myself gasping out loud!!! There were also
a few scenes where I threw my kindle. This book will leave you SCREAMING on the last page!! I
cannot wait to find out what happens next!!I HIGHLY recommend this book!! It will take you to some
pretty dark places, but leaves just enough light so that you don't get lost ;-) Bonny Capps has given
her readers pure genius!!

4.5 "What in the world did I just read" stars! Snuff is definitely child's play compared to
Snuffed!Snuffed resumes after Dimitri retrieves his property, his wife, Sofia. Sofia is in for a world of
hurt after an unsuccessful escape attempt. Once you're in the Mafia, it's for life. The only way out is
death. Dimitri found her and she knows she has a one way ticket to hell wearing gasoline

undies....Snuffed is an extremely dark read. Sofia is pushed to her limits physically, mentally, and
emotionally. Throughout the story her sanity is called into question. But who can blame her? She
has to endure the unthinkable to protect her daughter. She has definitely crossed over in a few
scenes. Not sure if she ever made it back. She seems to be two different people....Dimitri is one
sadistic dude. His madness, insecurity, and obsession with his "little mouse" reached new heights in
Snuffed. You've been warned. This story is not for the faint of heart. Dimitri once again prove he is
the Boss and his reign of terror is unparalleled. No one is safe from him or his madness. Buckle up
and hold tight. Snuffed is proof Bonny is the "Princess of Darkness".4.5 stars

4.5 stars. I read the first book and was hooked. This book did NOT disappoint. Dimiti is one sick
individual and I feel for poor Sophie/mouse. I love a book that pulls you in and you can't get enough.
I didn't realize that this book has a cliff hanger. Not sure when the next book will come out.

I was fortunate enough to Beta read this fantastic book.This book in my opinion is definitely a 5 star
read I would honestly give it more if I could.The story is absolutely amazing and pure twisted
genius.If you like your books to be completely dark and gritty Snuffed part one is the book for you to
read.Bonny Capps is an amazing author and she knows exactly how to suck you in to a story and
take you on a dark and twisted journey.You will walk away from reading this saying wow what have I
just read.With lines like "Im going to pluck away your angle wings and replace them with horns" you
know your in for a good time.This book starts where Snuff ended and it's explosive from the very
beginning and doesn't stop until the last page.It will take you on an emotional roller coaster that may
have you second guessing your own sanity by the end but it's well worth the journey.I loved the
additional characters as they added more depth to the book and I for one can't wait for Bonny to
release Snuffed part two and see what she has in store for them.#teamDimitri
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